SECTION 705
OBJECT MARKERS AND DELINEATORS

705-1 Description.
Furnish and install object markers to mark obstructions within or adjacent to the roadway of the types and at the locations called for in the Standard Plans or in the Plans.
Furnish and install delineators along the side of the roadway to indicate the alignment of the roadway as indicated in the Standard Plans or in the Plans.

705-2 Materials.
705-2.1 General: Meet the following requirements:
Object Markers and Delineators.................................Section 993
Retroreflective and Nonreflective
Sign Sheeting........................................................Section 994

705-2.2 Product Acceptance on the Project: Ensure that delineators and delineator posts are listed on the Department’s Approved Product List (APL).

705-3 Installation Requirements.
Install delineators and object markers in accordance with the MUTCD, Standard Plans and Plans.
Place barrier delineators at a spacing of 25 feet for the first 100 feet of barrier and at 100 feet spacing thereafter. Orient barrier delineators as detailed in the Standard Plans or APL drawings.

705-4 Method of Measurement.
The quantity to be paid will be the number of delineators or object markers furnished, installed and accepted, with the exception of barrier delineators, which are included in the cost of the barrier.

705-5 Basis of Payment.
Prices and payments will be full compensation for work specified in this Section, including the cost of labor, materials, and incidental items required to complete the work.
Payment will be made under:
Item No. 705- 10 Object Marker - each.
Item No. 705- 11 Delineator - each.